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RESPONSES TO IMPOLITE CRITICISM BY INDONESIAN  

EFL STUDENTS IN SURAKARTA 

 

 

Abstrak 

Penelitian ini mengidentifikasi strategi yang digunakan mahasiswa Bahasa Inggris 

sebagai Bahasa asing di Surakarta dalam merespon kritik tidak sopan, pengaruh 

perbedaan status dan tingkat keakraban terhadap strategi yang digunakan dalam 

merespon kritik tidak sopan. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian deskriptif 

kualitatif. Data dari penelitian ini adalah semua respon terhadap kritik tidak sopan 

yang digunakan mahasiswa ketika dikritik. Data dari penelitian ini didapatkan dari 

kuesioner dalam bentuk discourse completion tasks (DCTs) yang diperoleh dari 40 

mahasiswa Bahasa Inggris sebagai Bahasa asing di Surakarta, Jawa Tengah dan 

dianalisis menggunakan teori Bousfield (2008). Hasil dari penelitian ini 

menunjukkan ada tiga jenis strategi yang digunakan mahasiswa dalam merespon 

kritik tidak sopan, yaitu: menerima serangan, menyerang balik, dan strategi 

kombinasi. Hasil dari penelitian ini juga menunjukkan bahwa perbedaan status dan 

tingkat keakraban mempengaruhi strategi mahasiswa dalam merespon kritik tidak 

sopan. 

Kata kunci: ketidaksopanan, kritik, respon, strategi 

 

 

Abstract 

This research identified the response strategies to impolite criticism used by 

Indonesian EFL students in Surakarta, the influence of status levels towards the use 

of responses to impolite criticism strategies, and the influence of familiarity or 

social distance towards the use of responses to impolite criticism strategies. The 

type of this research was qualitative research. The data of this research were all 

responses to impolite criticism used by students when they were criticized. The data 

were elicited by means of discourse completion tasks (DCTs) from 40 Indonesian 

English as a foreign language students in Surakarta, Central Java and analysed by 

using Bousfield’s (2008) theory. The findings showed there were three kinds of 

response to impolite criticism strategies used by Indonesian EFL students in 

Surakarta, namely: accepting face attack (AFA), countering face attack (CFA), and 

combined strategy (CS). It also showed that the difference of status levels and social 

distance between interlocutors influenced the strategies in responding impolite 

criticism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Politeness and impoliteness are two things that cannot be avoided in 

social interaction. Politeness is commonly taught to students to make them 

know how to speak politely, while impoliteness is rarely taught to them. But in 

fact, studying impoliteness strategy is also important since it makes them aware 

of being polite and avoids impolite utterance. 

Culpeper (1996) refers impoliteness to communicative behavior 

intending the cause of the “face lose”. The behavior can be a meant as an action 

to cause offense (Laitinen, 2011). Bousfield (2008: 72) adds that impoliteness 

constitutes the communication of intentionally gratuitous and conflictive 

verbal face-threatening acts (FTAs). So, impoliteness can be meant as a 

behavior attacking someone’s face and causing offense. 

Indonesian students as EFL learners are usually lack of pragmatic 

competence. Sometimes, they are not aware that their utterances are impolite 

and threaten someone’s face. But, not only studying impoliteness, knowing 

how to response to impolite utterances is also important to manage social 

relationship. For example, in responding impolite criticism someone can attack 

the addresser’s face in turn or counter his face and give clarification. 

Criticism is one of speech acts used to express disapproval of 

something or someone about their bad quality. Leech (1993) believes that 

criticism is an utterance which is used to express psychological act toward the 

hearer’s negative condition. Criticism could also bring some impacts to the 

hearer (Toplak and Katz, 2000), so that the choice of criticism strategy is so 

important. Inappropriate criticism can violate the relationship between the 

addresser and the addressee (Tracy, et.al. 1987).  

Many studies have analyzed impoliteness strategies and criticism 

strategies, for example: the impoliteness in Comedy movies (Wulandari, 2018), 

the politeness strategy to respond criticism and the factors which influence the 

choice of strategy employed by the characters in the movie The Ugly Truth 

(Anjarsari, 2011), impoliteness strategies in English and Arabic facebook 

comments (Hammod and Rassul, 2017), intercultural impoliteness (Kecskes, 
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2015), interlanguage pragmatics of criticism among the students of SMA 2 

Mejayan (Suharno, 2015), impolite acts performed in British TV-series 

Sherlock using pragmatic approach (Lucky, 2015), impoliteness and mock-

impoliteness in Dom 2 (Furman, 2011), criticizing and responding to criticism 

in a foreign language (Nguyen, 2005), pragmatic analysis of impoliteness in 

reply articles as an instance of academic conflict (Khosravi, 2015), the 

politeness strategy to extend criticism and the main character’s responses to the 

impoliteness strategies in Paranorman movie (Primadanti, 2015), impoliteness 

strategies and other characters’ responses in Sherlock TV Series Season 1 

Episode 1 (Gunawan, 2017),  impoliteness aspects obtain from the utterances 

spoken by the students of SMP Al Islam Kartasura (Arumningtryas, 2017), 

impoliteness in interlanguage requests of EFL Learners in Polan (Kozak, 

2016), impoliteness in children’s interactions in  a Spanish/English bilingual 

community of practice (Cashman, 2006), impoliteness strategies in House 

M.D. (Kantara, 2010), perception of impoliteness (Aditama, 2017), 

impoliteness used in interlanguage complaints by English as a foreign language 

learner (Wijayanto, et.al., 2017), and intentions and motivating factors of using 

impoliteness in interlanguage complaints by English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) learners (Wijayanto, et.al., 2018).  

Despite this, the research about responses to impolite criticism has 

never been conducted. This research is meant to fill in the gab. It focuses on 

describing the response strategies to impolite criticism used by Indonesian EFL 

students in Surakarta, the influence of status levels towards the use of responses 

to impolite criticism strategies, and the influence of familiarity or social 

distance towards the use of responses to impolite criticism strategies. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

The type of the research was descriptive qualitative research. The 

subject of this study was forty Indonesian EFL students in the seventh semester 

of English Education Department in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 

academic year 2018/2019. The data of this research were all responses to 
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impolite criticism used by students when they were criticized. In, collecting 

data, the researcher used questionnaire in the form of discourse completion test 

(DCT). The collected data were analyzed by using Bousfield’s theory (2008). 

 

3. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Finding 

3.1.1 Responses to Impolite Criticism Strategies Used by Indonesian 

EFL Students in Surakarta 

 

 

 

Based on the data analysis the researcher found three kinds 

of response to impolite criticism strategies used by Indonesian EFL 

students in Surakarta, they are: accepting face attack (AFA), 

countering face attack (CFA), and combined strategy (CS).  

 

a. Accepting Face Attack (AFA)  

Accepting face attack (AFA) was the most dominant 

strategy used by EFL students with 123 data or 51.25%. The 

addressee can accept the face attack from the speaker when he or 

she agrees with the speaker’s utterances. In using AFA strategy, 

students commonly recognized their mistake directly by saying 

“sorry and forgive me”. The examples of AFA strategy are as 

follows: 
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140
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Chart 1: Responses to Impolite Crticism Strategies Used by

Indonesian EFL Students in Surakarta
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- Please forgive me for my mistakes. (DCT1/08) 

- I'm sorry if my voice is not louder. (DCT2/13) 

- Blame it on me. It's my mistake. Sorry for making you 

wait me for a long time. (DCT3/01) 

- I am so sorry if my voice has disturbed you. (DCT4/30) 

- Sorry, I’ll try to make an understandable explanation. 

(DCT5/39) 

- I am sorry, sir. I will change it and come back. 

(DCT6/22) 

 

b. Combined Strategy (CS)  

The next strategy was combined strategy (CS) with 74 

data or 30.83%. There were two kinds of sub-strategies found 

namely: inter-combination strategy and intra-combination 

strategy.  

Inter-combination 

Inter combination strategy is a combination of two or 

more strategy used by utterer in responding the impolite criticism. 

It is realized by combining accepting face attack strategy and 

countering face attack strategy. There are three patterns of inter-

combination strategy: AFA+CFA, AFA+CFA+AFA, and 

CFA+AFA. The examples are as follows: 

- I'm sorry for not wearing polite clothes, I know the 

regulation, but I'm in a hurry now. Next time I won't do 

it anymore. (DCT6/02) - AFA + CFA 

- I'm sorry, I don't know it will be like this. It's not my 

intention to break your laptop. I'll repair it. I'm sorry. 

(DCT 1/28) - AFA+CFA+AFA 

- Hey why you blame me?? okay sorry I’ll repair your 

laptop and now you can use my laptop for my 

presentation. DCT1/18 - CFA+AFA 
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Intra-combination 

Intra combination strategy is a combination of two or 

more sub-strategy used by interlocutor in responding the impolite 

criticism. It is realized by combining sub strategy of countering 

face attack: offensive countering and defensive countering, an 

also by combining some sub strategy of defensive countering 

such as: abrogation, ignoring face attack, explanation, plead, opt 

out and end. In this study. The examples are as follows: 

- How dare you are! How can it be my false? Don't you 

think it may cause of you and not me? (DCT1/04) – 

OC/DC-Abrogation 

- It’s not my fault, your laptop not capable a greatest 

flash disk. (DCT1/06) – DC-Abrogation/OC 

- Hey, I don’t know what you are talking about. You can’t 

judge me like that,, (DCT01/16) – DC-Ignoring-

Abrogation 

 

c. Countering Face Attack (CFA) 

The least strategy used was countering face attack (CFA) 

with 43 data or 17.92%. There were two kinds of CFA strategy 

found they are: offensive countering (36 data) and defensive 

countering (7 data). Offensive countering happens when the 

addressee replayed face attack by using face attack in turn. They 

sometime used taboo words such as “fuck yourself” and mockery 

utterance such as “your ears sickness” like the following 

examples: 

- Nope, your ears sickness. (DCT2/06) 

- Go fuck yourself. (DCT2/11) 

- Sorry, it is not your business. Just go away. (DCT4/16) 
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In contrast, defensive countering occurs when the 

addressee defends his or her own face to explain and clarify 

something when he or she gets the face attack. In this present 

research, the researcher found three sub strategies of responding 

impolite criticism used by the students, those are: abrogation, 

ignore, and explanation. The example are as follows:  

Abrogation 

- No, I am not. I didn’t see the regulation. (DCT6/15)  

- I don’t know. (DCT6/25) 

By saying “No, I am not. I didn’t see the regulation” 

(DCT6/15) and “I don’t know. (DCT6/25) students wanted to 

avoid responsibility of his action. He did not want to be blamed 

because he did not know the regulation before.   

Ignore the face attack 

- It’s okay. (DCT1/25) 

- Calm... U can use my laptop. (DCT1/15) 

- Haha.. Slow down. Relax. (DCT4/12) 

DCT 1 represented the situation of having impolite 

criticism from close-equal status while DCT 4 was from 

unfamiliar-equal status. The response from student number 25, 

15, 12, indicated that he wanted to ignore the impolite criticism 

by saying “It’s okay.” (DCT1/25), “Calm... U can use my laptop” 

(DCT1/15), and “Haha.. Slow down. Relax. “(DCT4/12). Neither 

tried to accept the criticism nor countered the face attack by using 

offensive countering, they chose to use ignore strategy and 

pretend not to do anything wrong. It was their way to defend the 

face attack from the critic. 

Explanation 

- I feel uncomfortable. (DCT 4/25) 

Students number 4 responded impolite criticism from 

unfamiliar senior student (unfamiliar-equal) of her inappropriate 
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activity in a lecture. She responded the criticism by explaining 

that she felt uncomfortable to be in the class. The short 

explanation was used to reveal another reason of their mistake to 

reduce the face attack form the interlocutor. 

 

3.1.2 Responses to Impolite Criticism Strategies across Different 

Status Levels  

 

 

The differences in the status levels between interlocutors 

induced the used of certain strategies in responding impolite 

criticism. When they were equal, the most dominant strategy used 

was accepting face attack (46 data), followed by combined strategy 

(24 data), and countering face attack (10 data). When the critics had 

lower level from the students, they tended to use accepting face 

attack strategy (AFA) with 38 data more than countering face attack 

(CFA) with 23 data and combined strategy (CS) with 19 data. When 

the critics had higher level, students tended to use AFA (39 data) and 

CS (31 data) more than CFA (10 data). 
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Chart 2: Response to Impolite Criticism Strategies accross 

Different Status Levels
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3.1.3 Responses to Impolite Criticism Strategies across Different 

Familiarity or Social Distance 

 

The differences in the familiarity or social distance between 

interlocutors induced the used of certain strategies in responding 

impolite criticism. When they were close, they tended to use 

accepting face attack (56 data) and combined strategy (48 data) more 

than countering face attack (16 data) and when they were unfamiliar, 

they used accepting face attack (67 data) more than combined 

strategy (26 data) and countering face attack (27 data) 

 

3.2 Discussion 

 The objectives of the present study were to describe the response 

strategies to impolite criticism used by Indonesian EFL students in 

Surakarta, to observe whether social distance influences the use of 

response strategies to impolite criticism, and to examine whether closeness 

or familiarity influences the use of response strategies to impolite 

criticism. The data of the research were elicited through DCTs from 

Indonesian EFL students in Surakarta, especially students of seventh 

semester of English Department, Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta 

in 2018/2019 academic year. The study adopted Bousfield’s theory of 

impoliteness responses (2008), to classify and analyze students’ responses. 
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Chart 3: Response to Impolite Criticism Strategies accross 

Different Social Distance
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The results of this research showed there were three kinds of 

response to impoliteness strategies, such as: accepting face attack (AFA), 

countering face attack (CFA), and combined strategy (CS). It supports the 

earlier studies (Bousfield, 2008; Lucky, 2015; Primadianti, 2015; 

Gunawan, 2017; Wulandari, 2018). The present study also found new 

strategy in responding to impoliteness called combined strategy (CS) 

which was divided into inter-combination strategy and intra-combination 

strategy.   

The findings of this research also showed that status level induced 

the use of certain strategies in responding impolite criticism (Anjarsari, 

2011; Kantara, 2010). Indonesian cultural dimension may have informed 

and affected the way EFL students in giving the response to impoliteness 

(Wijayanto, et. al. 2017). In responding criticism from equal, lower, and 

higher level, the prominent strategy used by students was accepting face 

attack. Then, when students gave responses to equal and higher status 

people, they rarely used countering face attack and tended to use combined 

strategy by combining accepting face attack strategy and countering face 

attack strategy. In contrast, when students gave responses to lower level 

person, they tended to use countering face attack that indicated their 

superiority could affect them to use the countering face attack strategy. 

The presents research agrees with the earlier researches 

(Primadanti, 2015; Arumningtyas, 2017; Wijayanto, 2017) that social 

distance or familiarity affected the use of certain strategies in responding 

impolite criticism. However, in Wijayanto, et al.’s (2017) research focused 

on examining complaining behavior, whereas this present study, focused 

in investigating response to impolite criticism. When the speakers were 

close, the use of accepting face attack and combined strategy was used 

more often than countering face attack. In contrast, when they were 

unfamiliar, they used accepting face attack more often than CFA and CS 

which were used almost on the same amount. It means that when they were 

unfamiliar, they usually recognized their mistake and accepting the face 
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attack directly (such as by saying “sorry” and “forgive me”). In contrast, 

when they were close, they used accepting face attack and combined 

strategy by combining AFA and CFA. The motivation factor of countering 

the face attack may be affected by the close distance between the speakers. 

It means that closeness factors induced the use of response to impoliteness 

strategy. In this case, Indonesian cultural dimension, especially Javanese 

culture, may also have informed and affected the way EFL students in 

giving the response to impolite criticism (Wijayanto, et. al. 2017). 

In summary, this present research has shown there were three 

kinds of response to impolite criticism strategies used by EFL students in 

Surakarta, such as: accepting face attack, countering face attack, and 

combined strategy. From this present research, it was also found that status 

level and social distance induced the use of strategy in responding impolite 

criticism.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis of the responses to impolite criticism strategies 

used by Indonesian EFL students in Surakarta using Bousfield (2008) theory 

of responses to impoliteness, the researcher draws the following conclusions: 

4.1 There are three kinds of response to impolite criticism strategies used by 

Indonesian EFL students in Surakarta, they are: accepting face attack 

(AFA), countering face attack (CFA), and combined strategy (CS).  

4.2 The difference of status levels between interlocutors influences the 

strategies in responding impolite criticism. When they were equal, the most 

dominant strategy used was accepting face attack (AFA) and the least used 

strategy was countering face attack (CFA). When the critics had lower level 

from the students, they tended to use accepting face attack strategy (AFA) 

more than countering face attack (CFA) and combined strategy (CS). When 

the critics had higher level, students tended to use accepting face attack 

(AFA) and combined strategy (CS) more than countering face attack 

(CFA). 
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4.3 The difference in the familiarity or social distance between interlocutors 

influences the strategies in responding impolite criticism. When they were 

close, they tended to use accepting face attack (AFA) and combined 

strategy (CS) more than countering face attack (CFA) and when they were 

unfamiliar, they used accepting face attack (AFA) more than combined 

strategy (CS) and countering face attack (CFA). 
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